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When software projects evolve their actual implementation and their intended architecture may drift apart resulting in problems for further maintenance. As a countermeasure it is good software engineering practice to check the implementation against the architectural description for consistency. In this work we check software developed by a Model Driven Software Development (MDSD) process. This allows us to completely automate consistency checking by deducing information from implementation, design documents, and model transformations. We have applied our approach on a Java project and found several inconsistencies hinting at design problems. With our approach we can nd inconsistencies early, keep the artifacts of an MDSD process consistent, and, thus, improve the maintainability and understandability of the software. Abstract.
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Introduction



In a typical software development project several artifacts are created and changed independently, such as design documents and source code. Time pressure often leads to unresolved divergences between these artifacts. As a result, the system becomes harder to understand, making further maintenance tasks more complicated and costly [26]. Perry and Wolf are among the rst to name and discuss this problem as architectural drift and architectural erosion [23]. New development methodologies and techniques such as Model Driven Software Development (MDSD) and Model Driven Architecture (MDA) seem at rst glance to solve inconsistency problems. Typically, the development process starts with the manual design of a high-level artifact which is subsequently automatically transformed into a low-level artifact such as source code. One might assume the transformation ensures that high-level artifacts are consistently transformed into low-level artifacts. However, the transformations do not create the entire set of low-level artifacts; they rather create skeletons that need to be extended and completed manually. Due to this semi-automation, projects developed with MDSD are also prone to the problem of architectural drift; inconsistencies may be introduced for the following reasons:



Incorrect transformations



Data of high-level models may be lost or misinterpreted during transformation to low-level models.



Manual additions



The implementation is usually not completely generated. Developers need to add code into the generated skeletons. Sometimes even new classes not even present in the high-level artifact need to be added. Thus code in manual additions may diverge from design documents. Synchronization Design documents and implementation may get out of sync, when the design documents are changed without subsequently generating the source code. The detection of inconsistencies is a rst step towards xing these problems. Existing approaches [4,3] are general but semi-automated. We focus on software developed by MDSD and this reduction of generality allows for a fully automated solution. We contribute with an approach for consistency checking that is automated, thus requiring a minimum of user interaction and no additional usersupplied data. Our approach is exible regarding the languages of the artifacts and the description of inconsistencies. The remainder of this article is structured as follows: In section 2 we give a short introduction to the technology supporting our work. In section 3 we describe our approach for automated architecture consistency checking. We perform a case study with a Java software system and present the results in section 4. In section 5 we briey describe related work and evaluate if and how these approaches suit our goals. We conclude with a summary and pointers to future work in section 6.
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Terms and Technology



Model Driven Software Development (MDSD) is an approach for software development using models as primary artifacts of a software system [25]. During development a series of such models is created, specied, rened and transformed. Model transformations describe the relationship between models, more specically the mapping of information from one model to another one. In this work we narrow the focus for software architecture consistency checking on software that has been developed using MDSD. In theory the developer creates a model and automatically transforms it into an implementation, and, hence, never needs to touch the implementation. However, in practice the MDSD approach is semi-automated. Only parts of the implementation are generated, other parts require manual work. Manually created classes are not generated at all, but just added to the implementation. They cannot be mapped directly to any corresponding high-level model element. Other classes are only partly generated. The generated part is called skeleton, the manually created part of the implementation is called manual addition. Aspect-oriented Programming (AOP) attempts to support programmers in the separation of concerns: functionality can be partitioned in cross-cutting concerns in an orthogonal way to the partitioning by modules [12]. Cross-cutting concerns, so-called aspects are selectively weaved into dierent places (join points) inside one or several software modules. In this work AOP is used for tracing in model-to-text transformations.



The Software Reexion Model is a manual process for re-engineering and program understanding, designed to check a high-level, conceptual architecture for consistency against the low-level, concrete architecture extracted from the source code [17]. It checks the vertical consistency of artifacts on dierent stages of the development process, i.e., design and implementation.3 Moreover, it checks structural consistency, more specically, architectural consistency, which is based on the structure on an architectural level, i.e., modules and dependencies between those modules.4 For a rst try assume that two artifacts are architecturally consistent if corresponding high- and low-level entities also have corresponding dependencies. Dependencies include relations like usage (access and invocation), aggregation, and delegation. A high-level entity corresponds to the low-level entities generated from it in the MDSD process. Besides these directly mapped entities, the corresponds also includes inheriting and auxiliary low-level entities. For an exact denition of consistency we refer to section 3.3. According to the Software Reexion Model, the analyst rst creates a hypothesized high-level model based on information of the (architecture and design) documentation. Next, the analyst uses a fact extractor to create a low-level model of the software from the source code. Both models are graphs with nodes representing program entities and edges representing relations between them. To link the two models, the analyst manually maps low-level entities to their corresponding high-level entities. The mapping connects the two graphs to a single reexion graph. Relational algebra is used to specify inconsistency rules between the high-level and the low-level model. The software reexion model has been successfully used to perform design conformance tests [16]. A semi-automated approach has been proposed which uses clustering techniques (see below) to support the user in the mapping activity [4,3]. In this work, we extend the Software Reexion Model to fully automate this process for MDSD applications. Clustering for Architecture Recovery Clustering is a technique for nding groups of similar data elements in a large set of data. Architecture recovery attempts to reconstruct the high-level architecture of a software system based on information extracted from low-level artifacts such as the source code. In general, these approaches employ an abstract model of the structure of a software system, which consists of its basic entities such as functions, classes or les and relationships between them such as dependencies. Clustering is used to group related entities of the software system into subsystem [28,1,27]. Algorithms try to minimize the inter-cluster dependencies and maximizing the intra-cluster dependencies. The idea is to optimize low coupling and high cohesion for good subsystem decomposition [22]. The problem of nding an optimal decomposition is in NP-hard [10], and hence, heuristics are applied. In this work we use 3
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In contrast, horizontal consistency, is concerned with the consistency of documents of the same stage of a software development process, e.g., comparing UML sequence and class diagrams. In contrast, behavioral consistency compares two behavioral descriptions, for example UML sequence diagrams and execution states.



clustering for architecture recovery in order to group classes not generated under the MDSD process for relating them to model entities automatically.
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Approach



In this work we specialize in checking architecture consistency for software developed with MDSD. In contrast to traditional software development, MDSD with its formalized process allows us to automate the checking for architectural violations. The MDSD process supplies us with: (1) a high-level artifact such as a UML class diagram, (2) a corresponding low-level artifact such as source code classes and (3) a transformation that maps high-level entities to low-level entities. Our solution is based on extending the Software Reexion Model and tailoring it for the analysis of MDSD projects so we can automate it. As discussed, the MDSD process provides us with three dierent information sources, which can be associated with an input to the Software Reexion Model: The high-level view of the Software Reexion Model corresponds to the UML diagrams of MDSD, low-level view of the Software Reexion Model corresponds to the source code of MDSD, and the mapping of the Software Reexion Model corresponds to the transformation of MDSD. The major part of the information needed for automated consistency checking can be extracted from the artifacts of the MDSD project. We can extract the low-level and high-level views from a program's source code and from the UML model, respectively. Moreover, we can partially extract the mapping from the model transformation. The mapping relation captures the correspondence between low-level and high-level entities. This correspondence is established by the creation of the lowlevel elements during software development. In MDSD, low-level elements are created in two ways: (i) generation by a model transformation from a high-level entity (ii) manual creation by a developer. In an MDSD project the majority of the low-level entities are generated, manually created low-level entities are the exception. The two dierent ways of creating low-level entities entail two dierent approaches for automatic mapping creation. The mapping of generated low-level entities (i) is determined by the high-level entity it is transformed from. In order to extract the relevant information from the transformation, we have to study the type of the transformation and its properties. We describe this approach in section 3.1. The remaining unmapped low-level entities (ii) are manually created and there is no direct, explicit evidence about their mapping available in the artifacts of the system. This is why we rely on clues and heuristics to nd their mapping. The clues are provided by the incomplete, extracted mapping and the extracted low-level dependency graph. We combine these clues to create a mapping by using a clustering technique for architecture recovery. We describe this approach in section 3.2. Input to the consistency checking process is simply the MDSD project consisting of three parts: (1) A design document in form of a UML class diagram, (2) the source code including both skeletons and manually added code and a (3)



Fig. 1.



Example of a complete analysis graph



model transformation, that generates parts of the source code from the design document. The desired output of the consistency checking process is a list of inconsistencies. To get from the input to the output, we need to undertake three major steps: In the rst step, we build a data structure, called analysis graph, that contains all the relevant information. We build the analysis graph according to the information contained in the MDSD project, cf. section 3.1. In the second step, we use a clustering technique to complete the information of the analysis graph, cf. section 3.2. In the third step, we use the complete analysis graph to nd inconsistencies, cf. section 3.3.



3.1 Analysis Graph Extraction The analysis graph is the central data structure of our approach for checking consistency, it is used in all major steps of the analysis process. The analysis graph contains only information relevant for solving the problem of consistency checking. It is a directed graph, consisting of two types of nodes and three types of edges. Nodes are either high-level, corresponding to the entities in a high-level design description such as UML class diagrams or low-level entities corresponding to source entities like compilation units or classes. The dierent edge types are: dependency edges representing references, hierarchical edges representing inheritance relationships and mapping edges representing the correspondence between high-level and low-level entities. Hierarchical and dependency edges only exist between nodes of the same level. The analysis graph is complete, if all low-level nodes are mapped to high-level nodes, i.e. the mapping function is dened over the whole domain of low-level nodes. We can split the analysis graph construction into the following subtasks:



Fact Extraction from High-level Artifacts



Our fact extractor reads UML class diagrams from their XMI representation and delivers a high-level dependency graph. Mapping Creation by Tracing We log the execution of the transformation and nd the mapping between high- and low-level model entities. Our AOP



approach adds tracing code to the transformation program. Under transformation execution, information about the high-level entities is added to the generated low-level entities in the form of annotations in the generated Java code. These annotations are later processed by the low-level fact extractor. Fact Extraction from Low-level Artifacts The low-level program structure is extracted from the Java source code. We reuse the existing fact extractor based on the VizzAnalyzer API. We extend the fact extractor to read the annotations produced under transformation by the tracing aspect. As output, the fact extractor delivers a low-level dependency graph partially mapped to the high-level graph.



Fact Extraction from High-Level Artifacts



In this step, we extract the relevant information from high-level artifacts. High-level artifacts such as design documents are expressed in UML. Thus we create a fact extractor for UML class diagrams. For the design of the UML fact extractor we set the following goals: (1) reuse of existing infrastructure, (2) support for dierent XMI versions, and (3) simple rules for fact extraction. While standard fact extractors analyze the textual representation of a program with specialized parsers, we use a model transformation approach for fact extraction. Input of the transformation is a XMI representation of a UML class diagram, the output is a GML5 description of the analysis graph. This approach has several advantages regarding our goals for the UML fact extractor. It allows us to reuse the UML reader of the model transformation tool (1). This third party UML reader is mature, supporting dierent UML versions and dierent XMI versions (2). In the transformation we simply dene a mapping between the UML elements as input and GML elements as output (3). The UML diagrams we use as input contain more information than needed for our analysis. Thus we need to lift the extracted information to an appropriate level of abstraction, that only contains the relevant information used in later analysis. The table below shows the relevant UML elements and their counterpart in the analysis graph. UML Element Analysis Graph uml::class high-level node uml::interface high-level node uml::usage reference edge uml::property reference edge uml::dependency reference edge uml::realization hierarchy edge uml::generalization hierarchy edge



Mapping Creation by Tracing



Tracing keeps track of the relation between source elements and the created target elements of a model transformation. The 5



The Graph Modeling Language (GML) is a exible and portable le format for graphs [11]. We use GML as an interface between the fact extractors and the rest of the analysis process. Thus the fact extractors can be exchanged easily.



result of tracing is a list of source and target element pairs of the transformation. Current template-based model-to-text transformations do not have built-in support for tracing [5], so we need to develop our own tracing solution. The goals for our tracing solution are automation and non-invasiveness. Automation of this subtask for consistency checking allows automation of the complete consistency checking process. Non-invasiveness ensures, that tracing does not change the transformation and thereby alters the object under study. Non-invasiveness also does not allow us to patch the transformation engine, so we are independent of any particular transformation engine implementation. Possible practical solutions for tracing in model-to-text transformations are static analysis of the transformation code, instrumentation of the transformation and manipulation of the transformation engine. Since we extract the mapping from the trace of the transformation, our approach depends on the specic properties of the transformation: the transformation is (1) rule-based and (2) modelto-text6 . These properties can be seen as constraints for the solution. Since we want our solution to be independent of the transformation engine, we regard the transformation engine as black box, thus ruling out the solution requiring manipulation of the source code of the transformation engine. The transformation code is rule-based (1), thus the static analysis of the transformation code is insucient for providing exact mapping information. The actual mapping depends not only on the transformation rules, but also on the matching algorithm of the rules and the input. Thus, we extract the mapping information during the execution of the transformation and not just by static analysis of the transformation. To acquire this mapping information, we instrument the transformation code. However, the instrumentation of the transformation code has to be automated. The transformation is a model-to-text transformation (2). This means, that no parsing information (e.g., an abstract syntax tree) about the generated code is available during the execution of the transformation, even more so as we cannot change the transformation engine. We solve the problems induced by (1) by using AOP. The instrumentation of the transformation with tracing code can be regarded as a cross-cutting concern, that needs to be woven into each transformation rule. We build a tracing aspect that contains code to log the transformation, i.e. it writes the name of the source model element as a comment into the target output stream. The same aspect can be applied automatically to arbitrary MDSD transformations without manually changing the transformation code. Problems induced by (2) are solved by splitting up the tracing process in two phases: an annotation phase and a mapping extraction phase. The annotation phase takes place during the execution of the transformation. It weaves aspect code into every transformation rule. The aspect code writes the name of the current high-level element as a proper comment of the target programming language  Java in our case  into the output stream. In fact we use a Java Annotation as comment. The mapping extraction phase is part of the Java fact extraction. In this phase we read the annotations in the Java source code that 6



In contrast to model-to-model transformations.



were produced by the annotation phase. We connect the name of the high-level entity in the annotation to the closest low-level entity in the Java code. Since the source code is parsed, the low-level entity is now available during Java fact extraction. Fact Extraction from Low-Level Artifacts To obtain the dependency graph from the low-level artifacts we use a fact extractor for the appropriate programming language. A fact extractor processes the artifacts of the software system under study to obtain problem-relevant facts. These are stored in fact-bases and used to determine particular views of the program. We keep our overall approach exible enough to support fact extractors for any object-oriented programming language, the current implementation, however, is limited to Java. We achieve this exibility by a well-dened interface between the fact extractor and the rest of the analysis. The interface is the le in GML format containing the dependency graph. The goals for the low-level fact extraction are: (1) reuse of existing libraries for fact extraction, and (2) extensibility for the extraction of tracing information and (3) compatibility with graphs from high-level fact extraction which are represented in GML. A lot of fact extractors are available for the chosen implementation language Java. We choose the VizzAnalyzer fact extractor [14], since it fullls all of our goal criteria: We can reuse it (1), since the source code is available, we can extend it (2), and it has export functions for GML (3). The low-level fact extractor not only extracts the low-level dependency graph, but also the mapping information from the annotated source code. As explained before, annotations are inserted into the Java code whenever a transformation rule is executed. The content of the annotation includes the name of the highlevel entity that is connected to this transformation rule. The full annotation consists of a comment in the appropriate low-level language and the name of the high-level entity. By putting the information in a comment, we ensure that the functionality of the source code is not modied. The fact extractor processes the annotated Java code and reads the tracing comments that are placed in front of each class. In this way the name of the high-level element from the comment and the name of the low-level element currently processed by the fact extractor are brought together dening the mapping.



3.2 Analysis Graph Completion by Clustering For consistency checking we need a correspondence between low-level and highlevel entities. This mapping needs to be complete, i.e. the mapping assigns a high-level entity to each low-level entity in the system. The mapping creation by tracing presented before can only provide such a complete mapping, if 100% of the source code was generated, especially if no new classes were added manually in the source code. In practice, only a fraction of the source code is generated, the rest is created manually, either in form of manual additions inside generated skeletons or completely manually developed classes. Manually created classes have to be either (1) excluded from the analysis or (2) need to be mapped to a high-level entity.



Option (1) circumvents the problem. We can congure the source code fact extractor in such a way that it excludes classes from the analysis. However we only recommend this option for library code. All other source code elements should be treated according to option (2), which aims at solving the problem. We automatically map single, manually introduced source code classes to a highlevel entity, i.e., we assume that these classes are part of the implementation of an abstract concept as dened with the high-level entity. Since information about the mapping is not explicitly provided, we need to rely on clues. Under a reasonable hypothesis, we then combine these clues to approximate the mapping as intended by the system developers. For the mapping completion we follow the hypothesis of Koschke et al. [4,3]: Source code entities that are strongly dependent on each other form a module, and all elements of a module are mapped to the same high-level entity.



For each unmapped source code element, we need to nd a mapped source code element that has a strong dependency relation to it. This is similar to the problem of automated software modularization, so we can use the techniques applied in this eld, especially the ideas of clustering for architecture recovery (see section 2). In the following we describe our clustering algorithm. It is important to distinguish mapped and unmapped source code entities. Each mapped source code entity is by denition related to a high-level entity; for unmapped source code entities no such relation exists. 1. Initially we cluster the mapped source code entities. All mapped source code entities with a mapping to the same high-level entity form a cluster. 2. We assign unmapped entities that have a mapped superclass to the same cluster as their superclass. We apply this rule recursively for all unmapped direct and indirect subclasses. Here we use inheritance information as clues for the clustering and apply our hypothesis on the inheritance hierarchy. 3. We terminate if there are no unmapped entities. Otherwise, we assign the still unmapped entities to one of the existing clusters. If several unmapped entities are available, we begin with those that are at the root of the inheritance tree. We choose their cluster based on the strength of the connection of the unmapped entity to already mapped hence clustered entities. We assign it to the cluster that has the strongest (accumulated over contained entities) connection. A connection between two entities is established by a dependency relation or reference. A connection between an entity and a cluster is the accumulated connection between the entity and the member entities of the cluster. The strength of a connection is determined by the number of connections between the entity and the cluster. Here we use the dependency relation as a clue and apply our hypothesis on the dependency relation. 4. When a new entity was mapped in step 3, we assign its unmapped subclasses according to step 2 or, otherwise, we terminate if there are no unmapped entities. The above clustering algorithm assigns all source code entities to a cluster. Due to step 1 all clusters have exactly one high-level element that some of their



elements are mapped to. We map all source code entities in the cluster to this high-level element. As a result we get the complete analysis graph.



3.3 Check Consistency Rules Once the analysis graph is complete, we can perform consistency checks. A consistency check searches the analysis graph for patterns of inconsistency. In this section we discuss the chosen search mechanism and the search criteria. We refer to these search criteria for inconsistency patterns as inconsistency rules. Inconsistency Rules First we need to transform the analysis graph into a representation suitable for our search mechanism. For our relational algebra approach we transform the analysis graph into a set of binary relations. Below we list the types of relations representing facts from our analysis graph. Based on these facts, we can check our inconsistency rules eciently.



ll(X) ⇔ entity X is a low-level entity (e.g., extracted from Java) hl(A) ⇔ entity A is a high-level entity (e.g., extracted from UML) ref (A, B) ⇔ entity A references entity B inherit(A, B) ⇔ entity A extends entity B inherit∗ (A, B)



reexive, transitive closure of inherit(A, B)



map(X, A) ⇔ low-level entity X is mapped to high-level entity A In the following we explain the most common denition of inconsistency patterns according to [13]: absence and divergence inconsistencies. An absence inconsistency is dened as a subgraph consisting of a high-level reference with no corresponding low-level reference. This can happen when a high-level model is updated by adding a reference but the existing source code based on the previous model is kept and not newly generated after the update. A divergence inconsistency is dened as a subgraph consisting of a low-level reference with no corresponding high-level reference. This may happen when the source code is changed without updating the model. Below we have formalized these informal descriptions of the two types of inconsistency in relational algebra.



absence(A, B) ⇐ hl(A) ∧ hl(B) ∧ hlref (A, B) ∧ ¬llref (A, B) divergence(A, B) ⇐ hl(A) ∧ hl(B) ∧ llref (A, B) ∧ ¬hlref (A, B) We use hlref (A, B) as an auxiliary relation containing all pairs of high-level entities A and B with direct dependencies or dependencies between inheriting high-level entities. Similarly, llref (A, B) denotes all pairs of high-level entities A and B where there is a corresponding low-level pair in a dependency relation:



hlref (A, B) ⇐ ∃A0 , B 0 : hl(A0 ) ∧ hl(B 0 ) ∧ inherit∗ (A, A0 ) ∧ inherit∗ (B, B 0 ) ∧ ref (A0 , B 0 ) llref (A, B) ⇐ ∃A0 , B 0 , X, Y : hl(A0 ) ∧ hl(B 0 ) ∧ ll(X) ∧ ll(Y ) ∧ ref (X, Y ) ∧ map(X, A0 ) ∧ inherit∗ (A, A0 ) ∧ map(Y, B 0 ) ∧ inherit∗ (B, B 0 )



Fig. 2.



UML Diagram of the Matrix Framework



The search criteria for inconsistency patterns may dier from project to project. Some projects may require a stricter denition of consistency than others. This is why we required the inconsistency patterns to be user-denable. The inconsistency rules are kept separately and can be changed independently. The user does not need to recompile the analyzer, if a change of the inconsistency rules is necessary. A reasonable set of inconsistencies to check for is provided above. Executing the check results in a list of inconsistencies containing the type of inconsistency (absence or divergences) and the involved entities.
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Evaluation



In this section we present a case study to demonstrate the feasibility of our approach. We choose to analyze an academic MDSD project for a matrix framework. The developers of this MDSD project are in house and can be consulted for evaluating the results.



4.1 Matrix Framework The Matrix Framework is an academic project for self-adaptive matrix ADTs (abstract data types). The eciency of matrix operations depends on the representation of the matrix and the choice of algorithm for this operation. The matrix framework is designed such that the representations and the algorithms can be changed independently of each other. Automatically  using proling  the most ecient choice for representation and algorithm is found depending on the actual problem size, density, and machine conguration. The input to the consistency check is the matrix framework project, consisting of a UML design document, the Java implementation and a model transformation. In the following we introduce each of the three parts separately. The UML design document consists of a class diagram with 12 classes. It is written in UML Version 2 and serialized as XMI 2.0. It is depicted in gure 2. The Java implementation contains 18 classes. The code skeletons have been manually extended and new classes have been manually created. This allows us to see the mapping completion of our approach. The project contains a model-to-text transformation that transforms the UML class diagram into a Java implementation. The transformation consists of 11 rules written in the Xpand language of openArchitectureWare. Additionally there are several meta-model extensions written in the Xtend language of openArchitectureWare [6].



4.2 Execution We have measured the runtime of the steps involved in checking for consistency. The measurement system is a Intel Pentium M 1.7 GHz with 1.5 GB RAM running Windows XP: Process step Runtime (in ms) Model transformation with tracing 2684 Java Fact Extraction 6887 UML Fact Extraction 1482 Clustering 1654 Rule Checking 572 Total Runtime 13279 To evaluate the overhead for tracing we have made a runtime measurement with and without tracing: The model transformation without tracing takes 2483 ms, with tracing it takes 2684 ms, resulting in a tracing overhead of only 201 ms.



4.3 Results and Interpretation In the following we discuss the results of our automated consistency check, in particular the results of the clustering algorithm and the detected inconsistencies. As described earlier, the project contains more Java than UML classes as some classes have been manually created. For consistency checking, we need to assign these Java classes to a high-level entity of the UML design document. The



clustering algorithm chooses this high-level entity based on hierarchy information and dependency information. The classes VektorDense and VektorSparse are not present in the UML class diagram. They are mapped to the high-level class Vektor. This makes sense, since VektorDense and VektorSparse are subclasses of the class Vektor. The low-level Java classes BooleanQuasiRing, DoubleRing, QuasiRing and Ring are mapped to the high-level UML class Factory. This makes sense, since the Factory class heavily uses these representations. The consistency check locates ve inconsistencies in the case study. The rst three inconsistencies are similar: They are divergence inconsistencies between ProductsQuasiRing and Factory, between ProductsStrassen and Factory, between ProductsRecursive and Factory. Since all the product operations produce a result and put it into a new matrix, a reference to the Factory class is actually required. The design does not reect this and needs to be adapted. We nd another divergence inconsistency between Factory and Generator. The implementation of Factory has a reference to the Generator, however this reference is not present in the design documents. A closer look at the source code reveals that the reference is actually never used. It is thus safe and advisable for the sake of design clarity to remove the reference from the implementation. The last discovered divergence inconsistency is between the Matrix and the Generator. A closer look at the Generator class on implementation level reveals that it contains functionality of two dierent purposes: (1) providing randomized input matrices for proling and (2) providing the one element and the null element of a matrix. In the design documents the Generator has purpose (1), whereas in the implementation it has purpose (1) and (2). This may easily lead to misunderstandings. Since the implementations of the two purposes do not share any functionality or code, it is advisable to split up the Generator according to the two purposes, resulting in a cleaner and easier to understand design. The ve inconsistencies our consistency check discovered exist due to manual additions lling in the skeletons. All detected inconsistencies were inconsistencies indeed. They hint at potential design problems that, according to the developers of the matrix framework, need to be xed.
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Related Work



In this section we give an overview of existing techniques and approaches for vertical architectural software consistency checking. We briey describe the approaches found in the literature and evaluate them w.r.t. our objective of fully automating the process. We acknowledged that there is orthogonal work on automated horizontal software consistency checking, e.g., [15,2], but exclude this from our discussion. Most works follow a standard approach where an analyst rst creates a highlevel model based on information from documentation. Next the analyst uses a fact extractor to create a low-level model of the software based on the source code. The analyst manually maps low-level entities to their corresponding high-



level entities, thus introducing new mapping edges. Relational algebra is used to specify inconsistency rules between the high-level model and the low-level model. The most prominent example is the Software Reexion Model [17]. It has been extended to support hierarchical models [13]. Another extension semi-automates the mapping creation, where a partial, manually created mapping is completed by a clustering algorithm [4,3]. Postma et al. specialize in analyzing component based systems [24]. Egyed et al. analyze systems created with an architecture description language (ADL) [7,8,9]. The research of Paige et al. is targeted at nding a new denition for model renement by using consistency rules written in OCL [21]. Our approach exploits the same correspondence between rening model transformation and consistency. However, the goals are dierent and there is no explicit consideration of the challenges of automation and the extraction of the mapping from model transformations. Nentwich et al. use an XML-based solution for checking consistency between arbitrary documents [20,19]. The approach of Muskens et al. nominates one of the two compared models as the gold standard, the so-called prevailing view. It deduces architectural rules from it and imposes these rules on the other model, the subordinate view [18]. Thus no external consistency denition is required. However, nominating subordinate and prevailing view requires manual work and cannot be automated. While all of these approaches tackle the problem of software consistency checking, none of them is automated completely as summarized in table below. The approaches provide only a partial solution of our problem. Approach



Low-level High-level Mapping Extraction Extraction Extraction [17] × [13] × [4,3] × semi-automated [24] × × [7,8,9] × × [21] only in theory only in theory only in theory [20,19] × × [18] × × Present paper × × × Moreover, in our literature survey, we have not found any approach specifically designed for consistency checks of software developed by MDSD. Surely, the approaches for traditionally developed software can be applied for analyzing MDSD projects as well, but they do not use the advantageous possibilities for consistency checking provided by MDSD. These advantages include the ability to automate the high-level model extraction and the mapping extraction.
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Conclusion



In this work we have developed the concept for a tool that automatically identies architectural inconsistencies between low-level and high-level artifacts of an



MDSD process. We were lead by two major realizations: (1) the major part of the information needed for automated consistency checking can be extracted from the artifacts of the MDSD project and (2) missing information can be completed using heuristic approaches. We extract a low-level model from (Java) source code and a high-level model from the UML model using language-dependent fact extractors. We can extract a large part of the mapping from the model transformation using AOP-based tracing. The remaining unmapped entities from the source code have been manually created and we nd a mapping for them using a heuristic. We collect the information in an analysis graph and subsequently use it to search for patterns of inconsistencies using relational algebra expressions. We have demonstrated the practical use of our tool in a case-study. All detected inconsistencies have been acknowledged by the developer of the case study. The inconsistencies hint at actual design problems that need to be xed. The next step is to perform additional case studies and validating experiments on a larger scale of MDSD projects and assess the number of false positives and negatives found by our approach. This will show the accuracy of the clustering and whether the heuristic needs to be improved. Thus far we have looked only at inconsistencies due to creation of new code. We plan to check for alternative types of inconsistencies, e.g. inconsistencies created by modication or deletion of generated classes. We need to research the robustness of our approach, especially the robustness of the mapping extraction in these situations.
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